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This is why this issue takes you to cool museums (page 2), 
open-air cinemas, concerts and dance gigs, shaded ter-

races of the Tkalča street and the tree-lined Stross prome-
nade (page 4), hiking to the Medvednica mountain (page 4) 
and to the fresh Leafy Zagreb walking tour (page 2). We also 
bring you refreshments: water from more than a hundred 
street pumps designed by the Pimp My Pump street art 
crew, or a selection of craft beers currently trending in 
Zagreb bars (page 4). Zagreb is definitely cool in August.

IT’S FINALLY ON: The 
long awaited recon-
struction of the Dolac 
market is taking place. 
The open-air section will 
close in early August, 
when most of the locals 
are gone. Kumice (a 
term of endearment 
for the lady vendors), 
together with their fruits 
& veg, will move to the 
enclosed ground floor. 
For all of you visiting 
Zagreb for the first time: 
apologies for missing out 
on the city’s attraction. 
Hang in there; we prom-
ise it’s worth the wait! 
#Dolac
ARTY ZAGREB is the 
fresh route included in 
the Zagreb Be There app, 
recently acknowledged 
as Europe’s best. Film 
director Dalibor Matanić, 
painter Zlatan Vehabo-
vić and street artist OKO 
are the authors of the 
newest cultural map of 
the city. There is also the 
New Zagreb route that 
charts the path from 
Bundek (park and lake) 
and MSU (Museum of 
Contemporary Art) to 
Mamutica building and 
Hrelić flea market.  
@betherezagreb.com

SOUTH KOREA, USA, 
GERMANY, UK AND 
CHINA – that’s the order 
of countries with the 
greatest number of visi-
tors to Zagreb this sum-
mer. The love between 
South Korea and Zagreb 
has been going on for 
years, mainly because 
Zagreb was featured in 
a popular reality show. 
This year South Korea 
is filming a sequel, their 
love spreading to the 
rest of Croatia. @za-
greb-touristinfo.hr

Based on visitors’ re-
views on TripAdvisor, 
the Botanical Garden 
was voted the most 
interesting Zagreb 
sight in 2015. Opened 
in 1890, this protected 
monument of garden 
architecture counts 
among its highlights: a 
large English-style arbo-
retum, an Art Nouveau 
administrative building, 
a French Parterre-style 
knot garden and a lovely 
stroll around a pair of 
lakes. Admission is free. 
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Author of Lonely Planet Croatia, writes for New 
York Magazine and The Washington Post. 

Follow her at @everthenomad

It’s 10pm and 28°C. I am having a 
glass of cold malvazija at my local 

café-bar, under willow trees. It’s the 
second half of July and the second 
time in my entire life I find myself in 
Zagreb this time of year. 
I used to think summers in Zagreb 
are a punishment. Unless you had to, 
who would ever consider spending 
a steamy August on the melting 
asphalt of the city? That’s when 
everything is closed and everyone is 
gone. Or so it felt. Like the rest of the 
world simply slipped away. 
Then at the start of last summer, I 
had a baby and didn’t budge for a few 
months. Granted, it was unusually 
rainy and cold, which back then suit-
ed me just fine. But it was staying put 
during the summer that helped me 
see the city in a new light. There was 
beauty to people being gone from 
my neighborhood. I remember one 
night, I took a walk to the city center 
with a friend and when we strolled 
up Tkalčićeva, it was suddenly so 
busy I could hardly navigate my 
stroller through the crowd. Every-
one spoke English, the sidewalks 
were packed and I felt like I was in 
another city altogether.

One year passed. Then last night I 
went to the opening of Dvorišta 

(an event that opens Zagreb’s Upper 
Town courtyards for ten days each 
summer) and on my way home, 
I spotted a just-unveiled tapas 
restaurant, noticed a street I knew 
well had a new buzz to it, passed by 
a terrace-bar I had seen a gazillion 
times but only then noticed how 
beautiful it was... I saw such a diver-
sity of people, and only few spoke 
Croatian. I loved that it felt like I was 
in another, foreign city. I sensed that 
butterfly feeling.

So who minds a heat wave when it 
makes you fall in love? Bring on 

the 40s (°C). I’m ready.

How to beat the heat in Zagreb 
Grab a Medenko Popsi ice cream 
and ice coffe Chemex Rwanda Nkora 
at Cogito Coffee (Varšavska 11).
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A century 
of light in 
Zagreb The 
city’s electric 
power station, 
better known as 
Munjara, began 
working in 1907. 
It was located in 
Zagorska street, 
which is still 
home to electric 
and heating 
plants. A few 
years before its 
opening, the 
Mayor invited 
the Croatia-born 
scientist Nikola 
Tesla to Zagreb. 
Tesla took 
the chance to 
instruct the city 
council on ‘the 
matter of the 
city electrifi-
cation.’ At 200 
meters high (to-
gether with the 
Sljeme TV tower, 
that is), the pow-
er station’s stack 
is Zagreb and 
Croatia’s tallest 
construction and 
a fine example 
of industrial 
architecture. 

Booze, Schnaps,  
Boisson 
alcoolisée, 
Bebida 
alcohólica, 
Liquore, Bebida 
alcoólica,



NEW Get off the beaten 
track and into the woods

what*where*when*

Street art installation you can drink from

Quirkiest museums  
of Croatia's capital

90 YEARS OF  
THE ZAGREB ZOO

HOLI OPEN-AIR 
FESTIVAL

Leafy Zagreb walk has the 
best of coolness. If you’re 

tired of mainstream sightseeing 
– this cool alternative walk will 
lead you off the track and out-
side the box. If you need to cool 
down, follow its secret forested 
trails to find your favorite shade 
in the city. 
Zagreb is one of Europe’s nicest 
walkable cities. You’ve probably 
noticed how easy it is to explore 
the whole city center on foot. But 
let’s take this a bit further. Where 
Zagreb’s walkable character real-
ly shines through is in its secret 
alleyways and areas of urban 
wilderness, often just around the 
corner from bustling streets and 
squares. Think untamed centu-
ry-old woods sheltering affluent 
cottage neighborhoods; think 
mystic, creepers-covered urban 
villas once inhabited by famous 
artists; pieces of poetic artwork 
dotted around parks and deep 
leafy pathways. Imagine all this 
uncovered through stories about 

Leafy Zagreb is not about 
landscaped greenery – what 
we love about it is showing 
people untamed pockets of the 
city that have flourished 
because they have been left 
‘out of our 
control.’ 
– Andrea 
Pisac, walk 
leader

Zagreb’s ancient cemeteries, 
past and present art movements 
and bittersweet cycles of life in 
uphill Zagreb. 
Didn’t think you could get to 
know Zagreb in 48 hours? Think 
again! Book the Leafy Zagreb walk 
to discover an unusual and totally 
cool side of the city. You can also 
just show up at Kava Tava cafe on 
Britanski Trg at 1pm any Thurs-
day and buy your ticket (90KN) 
on the spot. Don’t forget to wear 
comfy shoes!
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Founded in 1925, the Zagreb Zoo 
turns 90 this year. Located on 
three small islands in the central 
lake of Maksimir Park, it was 
once a small zoo with only three 
owls and three foxes. Over the 
years it has grown into a home 
for more than 2225 animals, in-
cluding several rare species. This 
year’s birthday additions include 
a zebra and a red panda. A small 
herd of Maksimir zebras – male 
Gustav and females Sabine and 
Ams – will be joined by a new 
member. Ema the red panda ar-

rived from the Dort-
mund Zoo and, 

rumor has it, she 
was passionate-
ly welcomed 
by Popi, the 
resident three-

year-old male.

On August 22, expect a colorful 
party, literally, in front of the West 
Gate Shopping City. Thousands 
of people dressed in white will 
dance to club music. Inspired by 
the traditional Indian Holi festival, 
better known as ‘the festival of 
color and love,’ Holi events have 
spread across the globe. Zagreb 
is taking part, too. Catch a free 
ride from Zagreb plus sachets of 
powdered color. Tickets are 99KN 
(VIP ticket is 199KN) and can be 
bought at @eventim.hr

For many years, few people 
took note of Zagreb’s street 

pumps. More than a hundred of 
these inconspicuous contrap-
tions played the role of informal 
social hubs placed at street cor-
ners. But in 2011 one of them was 
turned into a heating plant stack 
(story on page 1) – and Zagreb got 
its street art sensation known as 
Pimp My Pump. 
Since then, the Pimp My Pump 
team – Željko Rus, Boris Bare, 
Robert Ljubanović and Bernard 
Radić – painted over 90 more 
pumps. Several of these became 
the artists’ favorite icons, such as 
Homer and Marge Simpson, Za-

Ex-axe
After he left her for 
someone else, a woman 
from Berlin used this 
axe to chop up her 
former lover's 
furniture

Museum of Broken Relation-
ships When a love relationship is 
over, we tend to dispose of every-
thing that reminds us of its failure. 
When artist Dražen Grubišić and 
film producer Olinka Vištica broke 
up back in 2006, they did just 
the opposite. They invited their 
friends to donate memorabilia of 
their own flunked relationships. 
The collection of these bizarre ob-
jects started out as a roving exhib-
it and even though it still travels 
(it has hosted 40 exhibitions in 
more than 20 countries world-
wide), today it also has a perma-
nent home (Ćirilometodska 2). 
Lauba – People and Art 
House (Baruna Filipovića 23) ex-
hibits work by Croatia’s contem-
porary artists inside the former 
Austro-Hungarian riding stables. 
One of the highlights is their 
bistro, designed as a crossover 

between food and art, where 
the signature dish is homemade 
bread, baked on site, paired with 
a variety of spreads. 
Museum of Illusions (Ilica 
72) allows you to enter a world 
where nothing is as it seems. 
Try walking around the ‘slanted 
room’ and soon you won’t know 
if it’s the walls or your own body 
that are leaning. If you peep into 
the ‘mirror of truth,’ you’ll see 
yourself the way others perceive 
you, quite different from how a 
traditional mirror reflects. ‘This 
is a proper mental workout for 
people of all ages,’ explains the 
marketing director Roko Živković. 
Museum of Torture (Radićeva 
14), Zagreb’s latest opening, pres-
ents a unique collection of torture 
devices dating as far back as the 
ancient Greek and Roman times. 
You get a chance to ‘try out’ the 
guillotine – a successful 
1792 French replica, ex-
perience the Pendu-
lum or the swinging 
axe as well as witness 
the ‘classic’ rack – the 
oldest torture device. 

gor and Batman, rock stars Lou 
Reed and Jim Morisson, local 
football heroes... They also nego-
tiated with the city’s water supply 
company for the old pumps not to 
be taken down. As they decorated 
these fondly called ‘iron frankies,’ 
they also painted on the walls 
of nearby buildings such as the 
children’s hospital, the children’s 
home, kindergartens, pet rescue 
centers... The Pimp My Pump 
crew has become so famous it’s 
getting harder to spot them out 
and about. Follow their Facebook 
page to catch up on the wonderful 
work they’re doing to give Zagreb 
streets a creative kick.

Book via www.secret-zagreb.com

Pink polyester 
cast of Bruce Lee, 
a replica of the 
original in Mostar, 
is a symbol of 



MONOVIEW ZAGREB  
AS A GREAT MATE WHO 
LOVES TO HANG OUT

Seven-year 
itch

ALEX CREVAR

Let your hair down 
in Zagreb... & then 
get the coolest cut

Storks & wild horses 
of Lonjsko Polje

Coolture 

ZAGREB  
LIKES HIKING, 
RUNNING & 
DRINKING 
GEMIŠT

Tkalčićeva by 
day and night

QuiZG

ANSWERS

Travel writer from the United States. His work 
has appeared in The New York Times, 

National Geographic Traveler and  
Outside magazine @AlexCrevar

It is said that life change hap-
pens in seven-year increments. 

I can’t speak to that theory with 
authority. I’ll say this though: 
Don’t drink beer and rakija and 
red wine during the middle of the 
day at Pod Starim Krovovima bar 
in Gradec and then attempt to 
meet a friend on Strossmayerovo 
šetalište (Stross) that night.

Regardless, Zagreb has been an 
anchor for me in seven-year 

increments. Each time it helped 
to resurrect my life and provide 
a nook of calm. It is sufficiently 
exotic (friends: “Where is that 
again?”), but with nearly all the 
conveniences one needs (I jones 
for Mexican food).

I first came to Zagreb in 1997 to 
be a travel writer. I moved back 

in 2004 with a photographer 
girlfriend. We both became real 
travel journalists that year, when 
the American market was learn-
ing about the country’s 1,185 
islands and its main city with 
snow-globe charm. I came back 
in 2011 after my relationship 
fell apart. I needed to reclaim 
the city as my own. I purposely 
went to all of our former haunts: 
Eli’s Caffe on Ilica; Kolaž bar on 
Milana Amruša in Lower Town; 
Sedmica bar on Kačićeva.

I owe a great deal to Zagreb. I 
hope I can repay it in 2018.

Tip:
Drink your way through Zagreb: 
Start early with a cappuccino at 
Eli’s Caffe. Go around the corner to 
Sedmica for a pivo. Head uptown to 
the “Summer on Stross” festivities. 
Enjoy your nightcap at Pod Starim 
Krovovima. Admit to nothing.

OK, YOU’VE HAD FUN  
CLUBBING, you've checked out 
the bookstores, theaters and 
cinemas but you still want more 
culture?

Lonjsko Polje is a nature 
reserve famous for wild 
horses roaming its marshy 
fields and home to Eu-
rope’s first stork village, 
Čigoč. A colony of these 
migratory birds occu-
pies roofs of old wooden 
houses on the right bank of the Sava 
River, along the tributory called Tišina 
(in Croatian ‘Silence’). As the name sym-
bolically suggests, serenity and bucolic 
wilderness are among the biggest incen-
tives to visit Lonjsko Polje. Apart from 
bird-watching, you can also explore nu-
merous bike routes, hop on a river boat 
cruise, savor local cuisine at fish-focused 

restaurants and admire tradition-
al wooden architecture. Entry 
to Lonjsko Polje nature park 

is in two villages, Čigoč and 
Krapaj; it costs 40KN. 

Bike your way 
through ZagrebYou’re in Zagreb 

and it’s hot so 
why not take your 
hair for a fresh 
spin? For the cool-
est cuts in town, 
head to Urban 
hairdressing salon. 
Krešimir Bezjak, 
the hair guru 
behind the small 
chain (with two 
salons in Zagreb 
& one in Split), 
not only comes 
from a 60-year 
family tradition of 
hairdressing but 
he also perfected 
his craft alongside 
A-list hair stylists 
in London, where 
he lived and 

worked for years. 
What you get at 
Urban: creative 
cuts that compli-
ment your face, at 
super-affordable 
prices (cut & blow 
dry starts at just 
190KN), great 
English spoken, 
and Urban’s very 
own line of locally 
made natural hair 
products. Time for 
a makeover!  
@urban.com.hr 

Summer in Zagreb abounds 
with exciting things to do. The 
downside: it’s hard to attend 
all of them 
in a short 
period of 
time. Best 
thing to do 
is get on 
a bike and 
pedal away. 
The cycling routes of Zagreb 
make up a 300 km-long core 
network, extended by more 
informal cycling paths. Apart 
from walking, cycling is your 
best way to really get to know 
the city. Nextbike, Zagreb’s 
public rent-a-bike service, is a 
web of 13 stations at the most 
frequented locations, operat-
ing 24/7. @nextbike.hr

The cyclists’ union has mapped 
out various bike routes, some 
along wide enough sidewalks 
and others on less comfortable 
ones. They offer great advice 
on how you can bike your way 
through Zagreb. Find their maps 
on: @sindikatbiciklista.hr/
biciklom-kroz-grad/

Danijela Čavlović 
Owner of Studio 
Kairos B&B

1 How high is the Ilica 
skyscraper, Croatia’s first 
business tower?
a 17 floors
b 10 floors
c 20 floors

2 Which Asian  
movie hero shot  
action scenes at  
the Dolac market?
a Bruce Lee
b Jackie Chan
c Jet Li

3 Which beast lives in the 
Medvednica woods?
a Wolf
b Bear
c Lynx

1 a 17, including the top-floor 
viewpoint; 2 b Jackie Chan, Armor 
of God, 1987; 3 None. Wolves and 
bears have been eradicated in the 
Middle Ages and the last lynx was 
hunted down in the 19th century.

N

from Zagreb
90 min

IF ZAGREB WAS A PERSON... 
He would be a great 
host who loves to hang 
out with his guests. He 
likes to drink coffee 
during the day on open 
terraces and beers 
in clubs at night. He 
likes hiking on Sljeme, 
running in Maksimir, 
roller-blading around 
Jarun lakes, kissing in 
the Upper Town... He 
is proud of his history, 
architecture, festivals, 
small crafts shops and 
parks. 
WHERE DO YOU GO TO BEAT 
THE HEAT... I go to drink 
gemišt (a mix of white 
wine and sparkling 
water) with friends in a 
local bar. 

WHAT ARE YOUR GUESTS MOST SURPRISED ABOUT... 
Zagreb’s friendly people, fresh food on 
farmers’ markets, delicious meals and 
local wines, streets that are so clean and 
safe at night, the funicular –  the world’s 
shortest means of public transport, 
sculptures by Ivan Meštrović, paintings 
by Ivan Generalić... 
WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT AUGUST IN ZAGREB... No 
traffic, lots of outdoor cultural events, 
people from all around the world, more 
time for fun & friends...
HOW DO YOU SEE ZAGREB FIVE YEARS FROM NOW... 
Zagreb as one of the most popular 
European capitals, drawing people for 
its great atmosphere, authenticity and 
friendly hosts. Zagreb as a great mate!  

*Water ordinarily covers 
up to 70% of the nature 
park area but in August 

most fields dry up 

DRINK Starting from the 
sun clock, a Zagreb 
landmark, and the statue 
of the Croatian writer Marija 
Jurić Zagorka, long sprawls 
of terraces invite you to sit 
down for a coffee or a 
refreshing drink. A local fruit 
brandy, rakija, is a staple 
drink in many places but 
– caution! – don’t mix it 
with wine or beer. 

EAT Tkalča gets so busy 
in summer months that 
grabbing a table can be 
a challenge. Swerve off to 
the tiny street called 
Skalinska (at the bottom of 
Tkalčićeva, leading up toward 
the Cathedral) to find a crop 
of excellent Italian 
restaurants. If you’re a burger 
fan, seek out Rocket Burger. 
For something fast but 
delicious go to Saft. 
Dalmatian cuisine is best at 
Agava. Pizza excels at 
Chateau des Jardins. For 
those with a sweet tooth, 
there is Ivica i Marica. For 
more exotic flavors, head to 
Takenoko, a high-end 
Japanese restaurant.

SHOP Tkalča is adorned 
with small boutique 
shops selling everything 
from footwear to designer 
clothes. At the end of the 
street you’ll find a popular 
shopping mall called Kaptol, 
small and cozy as malls go.

PARTY There’s 
something for everyone 
along Tkalča. The nicely 
designed Booze&Blues Bar 
hosts excellent jazz and blues 
evenings. Melin and Funk 
serve up a more relaxing 
boho vibe. The largest club 
on the street is History, 
spread over four floors. 

THE MAN AND THE SEA: FISHERY 
exhibition at the Ethnographic 
Museum (Ivan Mažuranić Square 
14) is an ideal stop if you’re trave-
ling to the coast through Zagreb. 
Admire the beauty and richness 
of the Adriatic Sea and Dalmatia 
through engaging stories about the 
evolution and importance of fishery 
in Croatia. 
ZAGREB STREETS – ZAGREB MADE 
OF STONE is currently on at the 
Croatian Natural History Museum. 
This exhibition answers the burning 
question of why the reconstruction 
of the Cathedral is a never-ending 
project, with scaffolding always 
keeping the building from total 
view, which type of stone makes 
the decorations of Kino Europa or 
why the Sljeme Chapel gives off a 
peculiar green glow.  
THE CITY’S ARCHITECT It’s impos-
sible to walk through Zagreb with-
out raveling in the work of Herman 
Bollé – the city’s most important 
architect from the turn of the 20th 
century (among his best works are 
the building of the Museum of Arts 
and Crafts, the Mirogoj cemetery 
arcades and the Cathedral renova-
tion designs). The exhibition ‘Her-
man Bollé: the Maker of Croatia’ 
Capital’ is on at the Museum of Arts 
and Crafts until August 23.
AUGUSTE RODIN – ‘Rodin in 
Meštrović’s Zagreb’ in on at the Art 
Pavilion in Zrinjevac. A retrospec-
tive of the work of France’s famous 
sculptor includes more than 70 
works of art, among them the mas-
terpiece Meditations – Inner Voice. 
It’s time you get as contemplative 
as Rodin’s Thinker. 



Walk up to the Stross-
mayer promenade to 
catch a wow view reach-
ing all the way to the 
Zagreb plains, near the 
Sava River. Another fun 
way to get there from the 
Lower Town is to take ‘the 
world’s shortest funicular.’ 
First designed in 1818, the 
Stross promenade has 
recently been revived by 
the annual program of 
summer festivities, pop-
ularly known as Summer 
at Stross. Pop in for a live 
music gig, a free body 
painting workshop, a 
show in the open-air cine-
ma or the puppet theater. 
It all happens under the 
shade of ancient chestnut 
trees, a welcome hideout 
from the summer heat. 
With a number of street 
stalls lining the prome-
nade, a refreshing drink  
is never too far.  
@ljetonastrosu.com

Chilling out 
on the city’s 
most romantic 
promenade

TIPS FOR  
STREET MUSICIANS
If the music moves 
you, a 5KN coin (0.66 
euro), the one with the brown 
bear, will do the trick. 

GET TIED UP
Croatia is the homeland of 
the tie (cravat). Buy this 
original Croatian product 
in Croata salons, located 
at Kaptol 13 and Ilica 
5 (inside the Oktogon 
passageway).

SMALL TAILOR REPAIRS
If you need small tailor 
repairs, pick one of 
two tailors (Mega-Cif 
or Cik Cak) in Prilaz Sestara 
Baković, the small passageway 
that connects Masarykova and 
Varšavska streets. 

LOOKING FOR VINYL?
Vinyl records are rare these 
days but Zagreb has a few spots 
that sell them. Old records and 
second-hand CDs and DVDs 
are available at Dobri Zvuk 
(Preradovićeva 24), Vinyl bar 
(Bogovićeva 3) and on Sunday 
morning at the antiques fair on 
the British Square. A little fur-
ther from the center you’ll find 
Freebird (Tratinska 50), Roxy 
(Savska 34), Magic Records 
(Horvaćanska 166) and 
Karma Music Shop 
(Podgorska 3).

You have just 24 hours to 
experience Zagreb? Or 
you are here for just three 
days and want things to be 
easy? Then Zagreb Card 
is your best friend. Like in 
other big cities, it includes 
a map of the city and its 
surroundings, free trans-
port and discounts at 150 
attractions. More  
@zagrebcard.com

MAP& 
CARD

It might get hot

4 am

Zagreb embraces the 
craft beer movement

MORE INFO

APPS

Chef, columnist, TV star and Anthony 
Bourdain's host whenever he's here. You 

can find Mate at Johann Franck

MATE JANKOVIĆ

Zagreb  
be There

Meet in 
Zagreb

Might get? It is HOT, and I 
mean HOT. You know, that 

hot when you really don’t feel like 
leaving your AC-cooled room, 
and if you do, you make sure to 
walk in the shade, with just a few 
pit stops in stores along the way. 
You don’t really buy stuff, but boy, 
do you LOVE that AC. But if you 
think that will stop sweat rolling 
down your spine like waterfalls 
on Plitvice Lakes, you are wrong. 
It is summer, you came to a Medi-
terranean country so yes, it’s hot, 
deal with it. I have several ways of 
doing so myself. Zagreb, as you will 
notice, has quite a few restaurants 
and bars with a pretty good cooling 
system. Most also have really good 
Wi-Fi. Connect, read the news, 
have a few rounds of drinks and 
wait for the sun to vanish behind 
some building while you enjoy 
your afternoon beer buzz. Peo-
ple-watching is a good way to go.

Find one of the bars in the 
center of town with huge 

windows. Grab a seat and order 
a cold mixture of white wine and 
sparkling water we call gemišt. If 
you are more of an outdoor person, 
try sitting on one of the terraces. 
I’m not really a big fan of those 
with sprinklers, because it makes 
me feel like a bug being sprayed 
with pesticide. Still I can’t deny 
that it makes the whole “drink 
on the terrace” experience more 
enjoyable. When the heat is at its 
peak, consider this : You, in your 
hometown in wintertime, digging 
up your car from under a pile 
of snow while at the same time 
looking at your watch and realizing 
you’re running late for work. 

Enjoy these hot days of summer; 
you’ll miss them, with their 

smell of cold drinks and VACA-
TION. You are enjoying one right 
now. No weather can spoil that.

Zagreb  
Places

Don't waste paper. Use it or .... . .

A PARTY WITH A LAKE VIEW
At the heart of Jarun, Zagreb’s 
neighborhood by the namesake 
lake, you’ll find a throbbing music 
hub called Gallery. Locals know this 
fancy club never fails to fulfill expec-
tations: great fun is guaranteed. That’s 
because Gallery is made to be liked. 
Its spacious wood-decorated interior 
makes the acoustics particularly warm, 
plus from the terrace you can catch the 
lake vista. From mid-August the club 
reopens its doors for the resident DJs:  
Emilio Dalbello runs r’n’b Unisex Fridays, 
and Joe2Shine hosts his In The Club Sat-
urdays with the latest club numbers. 

The craft beer 
revolution 

has swept Croatia 
too, and Zagreb 
is the best place 
to imbibe. One of 
the oldest craft 
breweries is Med-
vedgrad, known for 
their house brew 
that includes light, 
dark and a half-
half, locally called 
rezano. An added 
perk: visitors can 
actually watch the 
brewing process 
on site. If you’re 
not a tap beer fan, 
order their bottled 
lager Golden 
Bear. Velebitsko 
beer stands apart 
because the spring 
waters of the re-
gion where it’s pro-
duced, the rugged 
Lika, are incredibly 
pure and clean. It 
also comes in light, 
dark and half-half 
versions; the 
half-half is called 
Kasačko beer. 
Vukovarsko is a 
non-pasteurized la-
ger served in many 
local bars; try it at 
Pif. San Servolo, a 

slightly upmarket 
Istrian beer from 
Buje, comes as a 
light and red brew; 
it’s unfiltered, 
non-pasteurized 
and home-brewed. 
Aba Daruvar 
competes with best 
American pale ales 
at 5,3% alcohol. 
Zmajsko beer is 
slowly climbing up 
the ranks. At the 
last Zagreb craft 
beer festival their 
Pale Ale was voted 
the best out of 19 
other competitors. 
Honorary men-
tions go to Varion-
ica – an India pale 
ale homebrew that 
you can sample 
at the cult Zagreb 
bar Sedmica, and 
their  wheat beer 
named Witbier. 
Nova Runda is an-
other stellar small 
brewery that just 
launched a brew 
called Brala. Other 
small breweries to 
look out for: Fer-
dinand, Visibaba, 
Kabinet, Bošnjak 
and Hold’em. 
Cheers! 
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Veternica cave is home to 14 protected species of bats. The cave itself 
is a protected geomorphological entity. The inside canals amount to a 
7.1-km trail but only the first 380 meters are lit up and open for visits.  

Medvedgrad was built 
in the 13th century, initially to house 
the valuables of the Church during 
war times, and later as a fortified 
defense of the town of Kaptol and its 
lands. In early 15th century it became 
home to Barbara Celjska, known as 
‘the Black Queen.’  According to the 
legend, Barbara bathed in milk every 
day to preserve her beauty. She kept 
a giant raven and trained it to torture 
her subjects to death by tearing off 
their flesh and picking out their eyes.

The Sljeme cable car ran from 1963 to 
2007. Next year, the city will replace it 
with a new modern network that will run 
both upwards and downwards as well as 
along the opposite slope of Medvednica, 
facing Bistra in Zagorje.

Zrinski mine first 
opened in the 16th 
century to extract silver. 
It’s open for visits on 
Sundays and holidays 
from 11am to 5pm. Dress 
in layers because 
temperature inside the 
mine drops as low as 
10-12 degrees Celsius. 
Good luck!

Medvednica Nature Park is a popular countryside 
destination for Zagreb locals as well as tourists. Its 
highest peak is Sljeme at the altitude of 1033 meters. 
A hiking trail all the way up is 7 km long and it takes 
about three hours, or less if you’re really fit. There 
are some 20 mountain huts and even more mountain 
shelters on Sljeme. The calories you burn climbing up 
can be restored by a delicious bowl of beans and 
sausage, and savory or sweet strudel. 

Stonepit

EXCHANGE RATES, 
(BUY RATE, JULY 1, 2015)
€ 1 7,60; $ 1 6,92; JPY 100 5,59
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